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Editorial
From the island that produced Theo Marryshow, known as the ''Father of West Indies
Federation'', the featured artist is also a pioneering educator and activist.
Here is a quote from her, from her blogspot
Art is a really great teaching tool, it can make educational content easy to understand and
it turns learning into a fun process for children. Another value of using art is that it can
teach cultural awareness.
From Grenada, I am happy to present to you, STACEY BYER.
Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production
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Illustrator
I am a Grenadian painter and illustrator with a BFA from the Ringling College of Art and
Design. Currently based in Grenada, I have immersed myself in different art communities
regionally and internationally, selling paintings in Barbados, Grenada, the US, Europe and
Asia.
Stacey Byer
from Fine Art America

Therapist
Her current interests include exploring art’s wider links with education, art therapy and
society, specifically for vulnerable groups such as women and children.
from Groundation Grenada

Curator
While aiming in this direction, Stacey Byer became involved and co-curated WOMA
(Women Make Art). The platform addresses young Caribbean female artists, especially of
colour, and encourages them to explore their spirituality and produce work on a more
professional level.
from Caribbean Rankings
March 2017
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Beauty
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Dazzling
As a young girl, Byer developed a keen interest for the arts, namely painting and drawing
which would later see her through to becoming a socially and environmentally conscious
artist with a dazzling career.
from Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States

Beautiful
Martina Duncan from the Ministry of Education and Human Resource Development and
the Environment handed two passports of the Climate Change Toolkit “How to become a
Greenz Climate Champion” to Prince Harry during his visit to Grande Anse beach
yesterday. The passports are dedicated to Princess Charlotte and Prince George as a little
present to take home. They include some playful and beautifully designed exercises and
stickers illustrated by Grenadian illustrator Stacey Byer. We hope that the Prince and
Princess will enjoy these their little presents and thereby learn a bit about Grenada’s
efforts to adapt to climate change.
from Stacey Byer blogspot

Culture
I’m a Caribbean woman with a diverse background. My cultural heritage is a pie chart with
slices of Indian, African, English, Portuguese and Scottish, but I was born in Barbados of
Grenadian parentage. I grew up in Grenada with an eclectic mix of culture from listening to
Caribbean folklore stories, learning patois to eating sauerkraut (German for sour cabbage).
from CompleXD Woman
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Facilitator
Facilitated by Grenadian artist Stacey Byer, reach within art workshops encourage healthy
creative reflection and motivate the children and teens to continue self expressing in
imaginative and conscientious ways. Our program has proven to directly improve motor
skills, language development, and decision making while at the same time increasing
cultural awareness and boosting the children and teen's performance at school.
from Reach Within

Judge
Since my return to Grenada, I have participated in the annual Arts Council's shows and
other themed shows the most recent being the first Grenada Revolution. I have also
judged a national art exhibition...
Stacey Byer
from article by Holly Bynoe
ARC
Jan.2012

Consultant
Stacey Byer, Illustrator and creative consultant, hails from undoubtedly the tastiest island
in the Caribbean: The Spice Island, Grenada.
from Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
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Grand Etang Crater Lake
from Stacey Byer blogspot

Pepper Jelly
Boil peppers and vinegar in saucepan - remove peppers from pan - boil for one minute
remove from heat - skim layer - re-add peppers - let cool in pan for 30 minutes - pour into
mason jars.
Stacey Byer - from They Draw and Cook

Cocoa
To raise much-needed funds for the Grenada Community Library and Resource Centre
Grenadian painter and illustrator Stacey Byer, best known for illustration of Fun Fun Crab
On the Run, will auction her recently completed cocoa pod painting...
''As a Grenadian illustrator, I am automatically drawn to colourful Caribbean
imagery...when I paint cocoa pods, it's not just the range of colourful pods that I'm
capturing, but also giving tribute to a symbol of Grenadian history that continues to reflect
our productivity and resourcefulness.''
from Now Grenada - May 2017

Bananas
Stacey and Tracy aren't the sole artists who's works are exhibited. Rather, there is a lovely
mixture of pieces from local female artists, those established and those who aren't, with
pieces ranging from different mediums - be it paints to even calabash or bananas. (Yes, I
said bananas as in real bananas... even I was surprised)
from Don't Play With It: Women Make Art - Trinidadian artist Tracy Chan

from Charity Auctions Today
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Inspire
[She is] trying to challenge perception that art in Grenada is only ornamental and
commercial – art’s power to stimulate imagination, inspire and communicate can help
personal development and enrich the culture of Grenadian people by giving them tools to
shape their identity and ideals. Art has social merit.
from article by Zoe Smith - Grenada 40 - June 2014

Educate
I just completed a 14ft mural (an educational jungle Caribbean jungle) for the Grand Anse
Playgroup School and I'm currently planning a contemporary Caribbean art show this
November with fellow artists Tracy Chan and Janetta Noel. Every third Saturday of each
month I volunteer with ECIP (Early Child Intervention Program) where I paint with special
needs kids for a couple of hours. I'm a believer that art is a great medium to educate and
enjoy at the same time.
Stacey Byer - from article by Holly Bynoe - ARC - Jan.2012

Create

I would like to see more art- based curricula and programmes in our schools that will
stimulate creativity. This has already been recognized in developed countries as a means
to encourage creative thinking and problem solving. We should want our children to be
well-rounded because this makes them well equipped to become strong future innovators
and leaders.
Stacey Byer - from Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States
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